Quantitation of cytokine mRNA levels utilizing the reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction following primary antigen-specific sensitization in vivo--I. Verification of linearity, reproducibility and specificity.
The role of cytokines in vivo has been difficult to assess. This difficulty is due, in part, to the limited number of producer cells and the strict regulation of cytokine production. In order to address this situation, we have developed assays which allow us to quantitate both protein production and steady state mRNA levels from specific in vivo sites. In this report, we present data utilizing these assays on cells obtained from draining LN following specific sensitization with antigen in vivo. In order to determine the relative quantities of cytokine mRNA, we modified the reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction which had been previously described. The modified assay is (1) linear over a large concn range of input template (2) demonstrates a high degree of reproducibility (SE approximately 13%) and (3) is very sensitive. Utilizing this assay, we have measured a constitutive mRNA (DHFR), quantitated both the presence of lymphokine mRNA (IL-2) and the induction of cytokine mRNA (TNF alpha). In this report we have examined the kinetics of TNF alpha mRNA expression and have demonstrated that following epicutaneous sensitization with picryl chloride, there is rapid induction (within 24 hr) of TNF alpha mRNA in the draining LN and that the levels of mRNA remain detectable through d7. In addition, we determined the time course of production of TNF protein by the draining LN cells and found that it was similar to that of the mRNA levels. A potential pathologic role for immune response generated TNF alpha is also discussed. We believe these experiments demonstrate that cytokine production following antigen-specific sensitization in vivo can be analyzed at both the cellular and molecular level. The data suggests that this approach can be used to study cytokine regulation in vivo.